\[\text{Standard Yellow}\]
Pantone 012C

\[\text{Standard Blue}\]
Pantone 2736C

\[\text{Standard Red}\]
Pantone 187C

\[\text{Accessible Blue}\]
Pantone 285C

\[\text{Orange}\]
Pantone 173C

\[\text{Brown}\]
Pantone 440C

\[\text{Forest Green}\]
Pantone 343C

\[\text{Light Gray}\]
Pantone 402C

\[\text{White}\]
Pantone 663C

\[\text{Solid Coated Black}\]
Pantone 6C

\[\text{Dark Gray}\]
Pantone 11C

\[\text{Urban Bronze}\]
Pantone 2336

\[\text{Metallic Bronze}\]*

***Reproduction of web colors are not always “what you see is what you get” because colors on your monitor and the color produced physically can, and most likely will, vary. This is because different devices have different color “languages” and will output color differently. To get a better result it is important to choose your colors CAREFULLY. We cannot be held responsible for colors that are off a few shades due to the vast complexities of media differences. Choose a Pantone or Sherwin Williams colors to get the best result, or contact us and we will be happy to send you a sample.

*Premium colors available at an additional cost.